Built for the Storevolution.
Built for More.

TM

Retail is changing faster than many
retailers can anticipate. Staying
ahead of ever-changing consumer
demands is a key challenge. DN Series™
EASY meets these evolving challenges
head-on. Our new retail self-service
solutions are highly modular, more
open than ever before and offer you
the ultimate in uptime and reliability.
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A Complete Portfolio,
Built on a Single Platform
DN Series
EASY Pro

DN Series
EASY eXpress

DN Series
EASY eXpress Max

All-in-one yet fully flexible, DN Series
EASY Pro features customizable
configurations, best-in-class
components and an optimized footprint.
Make it yours with a range of options
for cash modules, screen sizes and
peripherals, and enjoy on-site
scalability with seamless adaptability.

Designed with small-store formats
in mind, DN Series EASY eXpress is
a future-focused hybrid terminal
that can be used as a self-checkout
solution, information device or
attended checkout. Offer exclusively
digital payment methods, or add a cash
rack underneath.

With its 27” interactive touchscreen,
DN Series EASY eXpress Max is
designed to entice. Open up new
opportunities to attract and connect
with your customers, in an optimized
footprint ideal for small stores. Offer
exclusively digital payment methods,
or add a cash rack underneath.
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Meet Consumers’ Changing Desires.
With DN Series EASY, you can do MORE.
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More Modular
Leverage a right-sizing approach to store transformation.
The highest modularity is needed to tailor the technology that will best suit your store’s needs. The DN Series EASY family is built on
a core technology platform with the ability to add different modules to solve different use cases. The range consists of three head units
designed for different applications, and three base units that can be added for different payment strategies. Further options such as
a security scale, shelves and furniture are available to easily adapt to your store’s requirements and ensure every deployment is
optimized for a store’s unique environment.

3x

Head Units

3x

Base Units

Pro

eXpress

eXpress Max

Pro Cash Rack

eXpress Cash Rack

Card-Only Pole

Experience industry-leading flexibility.

A highly modular selfservice platform that
enables you to easily develop
and deploy different
combinations of solutions
across your store network.
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A right-sizing approach,
versus “one size fits all,” to
meet consumers’ changing
desires, while ensuring the
flexibility you need to adapt
for the future.

On-site scalability and
upgradability to
accommodate any retail
environment.

UX/UI personalization to
augment consumer
experience throughout
shopping journeys.

More Open
Any retail environment, anytime, anywhere.
Openness is essential for a successful self-service strategy. An open, modular software platform ensures tailored solutions within
store environments and speeds up time to market—for every consumer journey. With DN Vynamic™ Self-Service, we offer the most
open self-service software in the market. Our modular, flexible architecture meets a wide variety of current and future self-service
scenarios, and fulfills market requirements for Open Retailing via open APIs.

Software that meets your complex retailing requirements.

Augment self-service experiences
with Vynamic Self-Service Touchpoint:
Vynamic Self-Service Touchpoint is a
software solution that easily integrates
your existing POS applications with the
right self-service terminal for each
store, making existing POS business
logic available on all touchpoints.
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Enhance staff experience with
Vynamic Self-Service Assistant:
Vynamic Self-Service Assistant offers
real-time status updates on your
touchpoints and transactions, anytime,
anywhere, in-store, on any device.

Drive more efficient store
operations with Vynamic Self-Service
Store and Enterprise Manager:
Vynamic Self-Service Store and
Enterprise Manager offers streamlined
self-service processes for your entire
store network.

More Available
Offer higher availability, provide a better consumer experience.
Powered by DN AllConnect Services for Retail, our service teams
support your most critical retail processes. Our comprehensive
Managed Self-Service solutions ensure your self-service estate
is always on, at the lowest TCO.
SM

• Gather remote information (hardware and software) from
endpoints to take decisions
• Resolve incidents as much as possible remotely and proactively
• Increase easy self-help or First Time Fix when an engineer
is needed in store
• Provide real-time availability and usability dashboards of the
managed solutions
• Increase the usage and satisfaction of staff and customers
• Reach availability levels of up to 99.8%

Enable your staff to focus on your customer—with Managed Self-Service we remove
IT disruption for your employees.
Global coverage, local support. DN AllConnect Services for Retail...

Delivers a seamless customer
experience by increasing availability
across your store’s touchpoints.

Improves store efficiency through
proactive remote resolution capabilities
that remove tasks from store staff.

Reflects local needs with a set of standard
maintenance SLAs regarding resolution times
(4-/6-/8-hrs/NBD) and onsite service coverage hours.
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Substantially reduces T&M expenses for
unnecessary field interventions.

Reduces your Total Cost of Ownership.

We Ensure the
Best Checkout
Mix Supported
by Storevolution
Advisory Services
TM

The DN Series EASY platform approach was born out of
Diebold Nixdorf’s Storevolution consultative philosophy,
which ensures the right combination of hardware and software
solutions, operationalized in the right way. Our Storevolution
Advisory Services experts work with your organization to
strategically optimize your checkout mix. Our approach enables
you to pick and choose the right combinations of self-service
checkout types for each one of your stores, to suit your
individual customers’ needs. This provides a very efficient
checkout experience.
Storevolution Advisory Services provides proprietary data
analytics designed to help you define the best checkout mix,
using a proven methodology based on four points:

Optimize space
in stores

Improve customer
service

Increase sales

Reduce store costs
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Why Diebold Nixdorf?
With an installed base of more than 1 million ePOS systems worldwide, Diebold Nixdorf automates, digitizes and transforms the
way people shop. Our integrated solutions connect digital and physical channels conveniently, securely and efficiently for millions
of consumers every day. As an innovation partner for the majority of the top 25 global retailers, Diebold Nixdorf delivers unparalleled
services and technology that power the daily operations and consumer experience of retailers around the world. Our local presence
in more than 100 countries positions us to better understand the market needs of today and anticipate those of tomorrow.
We leverage our Storevolution expertise in designing, enabling and operating frictionless consumer and staff journeys to help
retailers achieve their business objectives and achieve consistency across all channels―from store to mobile and beyond.

Be part of the Storevolution.
Learn more at DieboldNixdorf.com/DNSeriesEASY.
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